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Purpose
This workbook is a guide for those who want to work alongside students as partners to
build effective and sustainable committees, projects and events.
This workbook is intended to be a resource for adults, regardless of their
previous experience with student engagement. It aims to help adults working
in schools or in the community, use student engagement to promote
leadership, resiliency, health and well-being among youth.
This facilitator’s workbook outlines the Student Leadership Process in six steps:
1. Feelings and co-operation
2. Brainstorming ideas
3. Selecting and prioritizing
4. Finding out more
5. Planning and taking action
6. Thinking it over and evaluating
It is important for adults facilitating and students participating to understand that there
is a time commitment to completing the process and that in order to maximize the
effectiveness of the workbook, the six-steps should be done in the order they appear.
The appendices found at the end of this document include additional background
information as well as supplementary materials, which facilitators may find useful as
they begin each step in the process.
In addition to the six steps of the Student Leadership Process,
this workbook will also:
r define student leadership as it pertains to school and school community settings
r demonstrate how student engagement develops leaders and how student
leadership supports youth health and well-being
r demonstrate how the process aligns with education and public health mandates
r provide tools to enable adults to become effective partners
for student-led groups
r demonstrate that student leadership opportunities exist inside
and outside of the classroom
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Background
This tool was developed by the School Health Team at Peel Public Health.
Since 2007, the School Health program has been using the Healthy Schools Approach (HSA),
which is an internationally recognized, evidence-based comprehensive school health framework.
This framework understands that schools directly influence students’ health and behaviours
and it incorporates health into all aspects of school and learning.
The HSA is aligned with Ontario’s Ministry of Education (EDU) strategic policies. The EDU is mandated to
support the development of knowledge, skills and characteristics that will lead all students in the province
to become personally successful and actively engaged citizens. Using the HSA, Peel Public Health focuses
on engaging and working with schools to create supportive and healthy school environments that lead to
sustainable health outcomes.
In 2014, the EDU revised the Foundations for a Healthy School (FHS) framework to better promote
and support student well-being. This framework reinforced the integration of healthy school policies,
programs and initiatives into school and school board planning and implementation processes.
The FHS also outlined strategies for engaging youth for six curriculum-linked, health related topics:
r physical activity and active transportation
r healthy eating
r personal safety and injury prevention
r growth, development and healthy sexuality
r mental health
r alcohol, substance use and addiction
The FHS framework complements the 2013 K–12 School Effectiveness Framework (K–12 SEF), which is the
EDU’s guide for successful student achievement and school improvement. One of five key components
of the K–12 SEF is student engagement. The EDU defines student engagement as “the extent to which
students identify with and value their learning, feel a sense of belonging at school and are informed about,
engaged with and empowered to participate in and lead academic and non-academic activities.”
In 2015, Peel Public Health entered a formal partnership through the Peel Healthy Schools Partnership,
which is guided by the FHS framework. As a result, Peel Public Health has an official agreement with Peel
school boards. One of the goals is to engage students to create and sustain healthy school environments
and school communities that contribute to the well-being of children and youth in Peel.
Peel Public Health revitalized the former Child-to-Child program (see Appendix A) to provide
teachers/school staff with the tools and information needed to facilitate student engagement
and develop student leaders within the community.
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An introduction to student engagement
and student leadership
Student engagement corresponds to a partnership between students and adults. Student engagement
falls along a continuum and can be used as a strategy to facilitate leadership.
Student leadership is when students are given opportunities to be actively involved in addressing issues
that directly affect them and learn skills that will support their sustained and meaningful involvement.

ENGAGEMENT is the process, LEADERSHIP is the outcome.

Ways to engage students
Adults lead
students
assigned
tasks

Adults lead
and make
decisions,
students
consulted

Adults assign
students to
promote a
health topic
(activities or
events)

Adults lead,
students
share
decision
making

Students
lead, adults
share in
decision
making

Students lead
and make
decisions,
adults in
supportive
role only

Adapted from “Harts Ladder of Participation,” Children’s Participation from Tokenism to Citizenship,
Roger A. Hart, UNICEF, United Nations Children’s Fund, 1992

Student-led, adult-facilitated partnerships offer many benefits such as: support for individual student
development, promotion of positive school climates, as well as the opportunity to teach communal
responsibility and global citizenship.

Benefits for students:
r +ncrease responsibility, confidence, well-being and feeling valued
r Gain transferable skills (i.e., teamwork, advocacy, leadership and global citizenship)
r Strengthen sense of connectedness with their community
r &ecrease risky behaviours (i.e., binge drinking, sexual activity)
r /aximize student outcomes (i.e., academic performance, positive relationships)
r Take ownership and accountability for their proLects and their work
4
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Benefits for facilitators:
r 'nhance ability to authentically engage and empower students

Benefits for schools:
r Student input reflects diverse needs and interests of the school population
r Better understanding of students’ concerns
r Students are more likely to adopt changes if they are part of the planning
r +ncreased student attendance in school
r Opportunity to develop proLects to Sualify for grants (i.e., pStudent 8oice, Speak 7pq,
p/etro Green Apple School Programq, p*P +nnovations in 'ducationq)
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Getting started with
the Student Leadership Process
Who can use the Student Leadership Process?
The Student Leadership Process (SLP) can be facilitated by anyone who works with youth.
This includes, but is not limited to:
r youth workers, community workers, public health nurses
r teachers, guidance counsellors, parents, social workers
r youth trained to facilitate other groups of youth

What is facilitation?
Facilitation is a helping function and means pto make easierq. A facilitator:
r ensures the SLP runs smoothly by guiding the group through the six steps
r believes that it is better to make decisions as a group than to have one person make the decision
r creates an environment where everyone feels safe to talk, learn and work together

How and where can the SLP be facilitated?
The use of the SLP is limited only by your own creativity &ifferent types of
groups and agencies may benefit from the process. Some examples include:
r using the process to facilitate work on initiatives or proLects during
after-school programs and lunch clubs
r youth programming in local community centres, clubs, drop-in centres
r school student wellness committees, school climate committees,
student councils
r using the process as one of the options for nelective courses’ or
teachers may use the process to facilitate a class proLect
+deally, the SLP is facilitated with no set topic, however it can be used
successfully with a predetermined topic where a general theme is identified
and the participants determine the specific focus. For example, a school
may identify environmental health as an issue for the SLP group to tackle.
Through the process, the group may decide to focus on pesticide use in
their community or the issue of car idling during pick-up and drop-off times
at school.
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Recruiting participants
One of the tasks of the facilitator is to recruit participants for the process. The group format that is chosen
will affect both the number of participants in the group and how they are recruited. As a facilitator, it is
important to have a clear idea of how to set up the group.
An open group refers to a group where participants may Loin and leave the SLP at any time. This means
the number of participants may vary in each session. A closed group refers to a group where participants
commit to the complete duration of the SLP. When recruiting a closed group, a date may be set for when
to close the group to new participants.
Keep in mind that there are advantages and disadvantages to having an open group versus a closed
group. Consider available resources and also the interest of the SLP group when deciding to have an open
group versus a closed group setting. For example, discuss with students their interest and ability to Loin the
group as well as what other responsibilities or activities they are already committed to.
The facilitator may choose to set an age limit for the group. This can be accomplished by focusing on one
specific grade or choosing an age range. The SLP can be facilitated with any number of participants, but
larger groups reSuire more facilitators. The optimal group size is 12 participants with two facilitators.
+deas for recruiting students to Loin the SLP:
r promote the program through announcements, posters, classroom visits or social media
r plan a school assembly for students
r meet collectively with staff to
identify nomination criteria
for participants

Getting
started

r provide an application form
(see Appendices) for students
to complete and consider
conducting student interviews
for interested applicants
r facilitators may choose to reach out
on an individual basis to students who
would benefit from leadership roles and opportunities

One of the most successful ingredients in motivating youth
to participate in any proLect or initiative is food. Facilitators may
want to consider providing snacks for some of the sessions.
Remember to consider food allergies and to determine whether
there is a budget from the school to cover expenses.
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Time commitment for the SLP
The SLP is a flexible process that allows facilitators to work within the framework according to their own
time constraints and the needs of the specific group. There are no guidelines for how long to spend on any
particular step of the process however, less than eight weeks is insufficient time for the SLP to be effective.
+t is recommended that each session be given at least 45 minutes to complete.
There are several things to consider when determining the time allocated to each step:
r -now the group +t is imperative to understand the participants’ ability to focus, their skill level,
as well as their comfort with each other and with the facilitator.
r Set a receptiXe climate Take the time to build group cohesiveness by having the group participate
in team-building exercises centered on respect and trust. Trust makes other steps of the process easier
and more fun. +f the facilitators are already working with an established group, less time may be reSuired
to establish a collaborative environment.
r Set target dates Facilitators may want to set approximate dates for when they would like to start and
end the process. +t may also be necessary to create timelines for each step or activity (i.e., research
must be completed in two weeks). This can help the group move along in the process and give youth
the responsibility of completing the process in a step-wise and timely manner.
r Be attentiXe to the participants The critical aspect of the SLP is that it is youth-led. Facilitators need
to be attuned to the needs of the participants. Setting goals or deadlines that result in stress for the
participants is evidence that time allocations need to be shifted for that particular step of the process.

Taking group session photos
&iscuss the possibility of taking photos of the SLP sessions with school administration. Parentguardian
waiver forms may need to be completed for each participant. These photos can be used at the end of
the proLect as visual cues to encourage discussion and reflection on the group process. The photos can
also be included in newsletters or online school portals and can be displayed in the room where
the proLect is taking place so that youth can see the proLect developing.

Debriefing
&ebriefing with the group is an important part of the SLP. &ebriefing allows the facilitators and
participants to acknowledge their own skill development and learn from others. This is an effective
method of ensuring participants are learning through the process. This strategy also provides an
opportunity for the participants to share their feelings or concerns with the group.
&ebriefing helps participants understand the relevance of group activities and to focus on the process
rather than the product of the process.
Here are some ideas to effectiXely debrief with a group:
*ave a conversation. &iscussion is the most beneficial tool to enhance group learning. 7se open-ended
Suestions such as, pWhat was the purpose of this activity!q or pWhat did you like about today’s session!q
Keep a written record. Journals can also be used to facilitate discussion. Participants can record answers
to specific Suestions posed by the facilitator or their thoughts and feelings about each session. These ideas
can be shared in the group either before or after being written.
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Celebrating and recognizing the SLP
+ndividual and group recognition is important to help validate and affirm each participant’s contribution
to the SLP. Taking the time to reflect and celebrate the group’s success is not limited to planning a
celebration party or providing a special token of appreciation at the end of the process. For example, to
recognize and appreciate the success of the group, the group’s accomplishments can be shared through
a school newsletter or a one page summary can be submitted to and uploaded on Schoolhealth101.ca.
This website offers educators support resources and programs they can use in their classrooms and school
settings. Speak to a public health nurse for more information.

Remember that the success of the SLP is not in the outcome or accomplishing an end product
 it is in the ability to help the participants deXelop skills empower them to become leaders
and acknowledge their indiXidual potential to make a difference for themselXes and for others

Tips for facilitators
Stay neutral on the issues and ideas
r Remove your nexpert’ hat and be aware of your potential to influence the decisions of the group.
r 'ncourage the group to look at all sides of the issue or the topic by using activities like anonymous
voting or brainstorming.
r Keep participation voluntary. &on’t pressure participants to Loin the group.
r Be flexible. /eet the group’s needs and not yours.
r Be sensitive to the cultural differences among the participants in the group.
Listen actiXely
r Take the time to reflect on the ideas and contributions of the participants.
r Respond to the group’s ideas and contributions in a non-Ludgemental way.
Be aware of your own values, beliefs and biases.
r Be aware of your body language. Attentive body language, like making eye contact,
communicates to the participant that you are listening and value their ideas.
r 7se a variety of techniSues to help breakdown tension and boredom or to increase participation
among the group (i.e., icebreakers and games).
r 7se your own Ludgment on how to address or respond to conflict or concerns within the group.
You may also use your debrief session with a co-facilitator to determine the best way to handle
a situation.
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Paraphrase to clarify
r Repeat the ideas that participants’ have said to make sure they know that they have been heard
and to let others hear their idea.
r You can use phrases such as, pLet me see if + understand. Your concern is eq or pTell us an example
to help us understand your ideaq to prompt students.
Ask questions
r 'ncourage discussion by using open-ended Suestions such as, p*ow do you feel about this
issueproblem!q Closed-ended Suestions will give you one word answers.
r Seek clarification and ask Suestions to help keep the group in focus and to include others
in the discussion.
Summarize periodically and clearly
r Provide regular verbal feedback.
r Always be prepared to summarize a discussion or the accomplishments of each session.
This may help to close the session and to remind the group of outstanding tasks and items
to be completed.
r You may also choose to summarize at the beginning of a new session to remind the group of the tasks
or which step of the process the group is working on.

Some teaching and learning is about an peZpertq giXing knowledge to those who donot
haXe it +n the SLP teaching and learning is about eXeryone learning from each other
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The facilitator’s workbook
The six-step process of the SLP
Step 1: Feelings and co-operation

Step 5: Planning and taking action

The SLP begins with group work where
co-operative skills are developed through the use
of a variety of games, warm-ups and energizers.
+n this step, increasing trust and comfort within
the group is important. The activities and the
development of a group contract in this step will
encourage participants to work together as they
begin to communicate and share their feelings
and thoughts. Feelings and co-operation themes
are carried throughout all the steps of the SLP.

+n this step, participants use their research to
develop a plan and take action on the issue
they have chosen.
Step 6: Thinking it oXer and eXaluating
This final step provides an opportunity to reflect
on the entire process:
r What did + (we) learn!
r What have + (we) achieved!

Step 2: Brainstorming ideas

r What would + (we) do things differently next time!

This step may vary depending on whether or not
there is a pre-determined topic. For example, if
healthy eating has been identified as an issue,
then brainstorming within this topic should
take place. The SLP encourages participants
to brainstorm issues that are important and of
concern to them.

r *ow can + (we) use the idea and action for the
next school year!
r What can + (we) do with the skills + (we) have
learned to sustain the action we took and build
on the skills we have learned!
This is also an opportunity to celebrate and recognize
the group’s accomplishments and successes.

Step 3: Selecting and prioritizing
+n this step, the group works together to
determine which topic they will work on from the
issues identified in Step 2. +t is an opportunity for
participants to use various consensus-building
approaches to prioritize.

Remember,
in SLP it is the process that
is important and not
the end product!

Step 4: Finding out more
This step allows for participants to use
research methods to determine what they
already know about the topic or issue they
have chosen and what additional information
they need. The participants decide how to
gather the reSuired information. For example,
interviews with pexpertsq, telephone calls, visits
to libraries, internet-based research or surveys.
11
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Facilitatoros worksheets
To help facilitators plan each session, the following worksheets have been developed:
r Facilitatoros session plan (Appendix B)
r Session debrief (Appendix C)
r Preparing for the next step (Appendix D)
These worksheets may be printed for use in planning each session andor step of the SLP.

ActiXity sheets Appendix '
Facilitators have the option to use the activity sheets provided for each step. These handouts can be used
to introduce the main concepts and skills to be learned andor to redirect the focus of the group to the
goals of each step.

Group games and actiXities
An important aspect of the SLP is the opportunity for the group to participate in various group activities
that address feelings and encourage mutual respect and co-operation. Facilitators can also participate
in many of the activities to develop trust with participants. The purpose of these activities is to:
r help the group become familiar and comfortable with each other
r break down barriers between participants
r support the experience of working together to achieve a common goal

Additional web-based resources
Additional resources and supplementary materials
are available on Schoolhealth101.ca.
Appendices will include items such as:
r lists of games and activities recommended to help
facilitate each session (i.e., icebreaker games)
r application and consent forms to recruit participants
to the program
r certificates for completion of the SLP
Be sure to check Schoolhealth101.ca before, during
and after embarking on the SLP as this website
is regularly updated.
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'Xaluation tools
'valuation is necessary in order to measure the effectiveness of the SLP. +t is important to remember
that the evaluation process is an opportunity to reflect on what can be improved and changed for the
next SLP sessions. The following evaluation tools have been provided:
r Facilitatoros eXaluation (Appendix F)
Facilitator(s) are encouraged to complete their own evaluation as an opportunity to reflect and review
the SLP. Reflecting on the process at the end of each step andor session is helpful for planning the
next session. This ensures that facilitator(s) continue to help youth build and develop life skills, instead
of a finished proLect.

Quick tips:
r Consider reflecting and eXaluating after each session instead of after completing a step
r Complete the nFacilitatoros worksheetso at the end of each step
r Reflect on the participantso eXaluation and feedback through nWho made the decisions?o
r Discuss and debrief with the group using open-ended session reflection questions

r Who made the decisions? (Appendix G)
This evaluation tool provides facilitators with information on the participants’ perceptions regarding
opportunities they had to be pin controlq of the decisions that were made in each session and
throughout the SLP.
+n the first steps of the SLP, participants may indicate that the facilitators initiated and influenced their
decisions. *owever, as the participants continue to build on their leadership and decision-making
skills, more youth-initiated decisions will be made and shared with the adults. +n the SLP, the optimum
outcome would be to empower the participants to initiate their own decisions and actions, while sharing
these decisions with the adults.
Quick tips:
r HaXe eXery participant complete the handout or complete the handout together as a
group at the end of each step This may be especially helpful if some of the participants
find it difficult to understand the questions For example the facilitator can ask the group
to name an actiXity they did in the session that day then read through each sentence
on the eXaluation form relating it to the actiXity that they named
r Write reflectiXe questions such as pWhat did you like?q pWhat didnot you like?q and
pWhat would you change?q on chart paper and start a discussion with the group
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Step 1
Feelings and co-operation

1

This step lays the foundation for the entire proLect. The SLP is designed to strengthen and develop life
skills, such as group work and exploring feelings. Since much of the SLP is based on group work, it is
important that participants learn these skills from the beginning. Games, activities and discussion form
the basis of this step.

1bLectiXes
r To understand the SLP
r To increase trust and comfort within the group
r To provide opportunities to identify and communicate feelings
r To develop a group contract

Helpful tips for Step 1
r *ave an agenda written up for everyone to see. This may give the group a sense of structure and
can be useful to refer to at the end of the session to establish what has been accomplished.
r 7se, review and discuss the pWhat is the Student Leadership Process!q handout (Appendix E1)
with the group.
r Remind the group that the existing rules of the host site (i.e., school rules and code of conduct)
still apply to the SLP sessions. &iscuss with the participants that these rules must be respected
and are non-negotiable.
r Let the participants know the guidelines that facilitators are legally obligated to follow (i.e. confidentiality).
r Ask the group to share their suggestions for games and activities.

Group contract
'stablishing a group contract is an important task in this step. The participants’ reflections on what helped
and what hindered their co-operation during the games can be used as a basis for creating ground rules
for the group. The ground rules can be referred to throughout the course of the proLect as a guide to
group work. This activity gives the group first-hand experience with communication, decision-making,
consensus-building and respect.
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Things to consider when deXeloping a group contract
r This is a set of guidelines that the group agrees to follow.
r &eveloping the group contract may take several sessions.
r Keep the group contract visible throughout the SLP and refer to it as needed.
For example, write the contract on chart paper and post it on a wall.
r Participants, not the facilitator, develop the group guidelines.
r The purpose is to create a list of things to remember when working as a team, such as:
- be respectful
- one person talks at a time
- listen to everybody’s opinion
- have fun
r Participants may include or exclude any guidelines during the SLP as long as the whole group
is in agreement.
r &iscuss with the group appropriate conseSuences for pbreaking a ruleq.
r Consider having each participant sign the contract to reinforce their commitment to it.

Suggested materials
/arkers
Flip chart paper
/asking tape
*andout: What is the Student Leadership Process! (Appendix E1)
'valuation tools:
- Facilitator’s evaluation (Appendix F1)
- Who made the decisions! (Appendix G1)
- Journals

Suggested actiXities (see Appendices)
&iscovery bingo
Jellybeans
Name mates
What’s in a name!
Creative connections
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Step 2
Brainstorming ideas

2

The purpose of this step is to provide youth with an opportunity to identify issues of concern to them.
The ideas that the youth generate will be affected by the way the focus Suestion is posed. For example,
asking participants about the problems associated with drug abuse, elicits a narrower range of responses
than asking about the key problems in their school. Giving youth opportunities to respond to open-ended
Suestions can provide a better understanding of their perceptions of the environment.
The SLP can be facilitated with a pre-determined topic or issue to focus on. For example, issues concerning
violence and safety, bullying, healthy eating or smoking. +n these situations, open-ended statements and
Suestions that are topic-specific can be used, such as:
r pThink about your safety in the school. What can you do or how would you like things to change
so that you feel safer!q
r p/any of the students have been bringing a lot of Lunk food for lunch and snacks.
What are some ways that we can encourage the school to eat healthier!q

1bLectiXes
r To increase comfort and trust within the group by helping to create
a safe environment to share ideas.
r To facilitate the brainstorming process by using key Suestions to
assist the participants in identifying issues of concern to them.
r To develop co-operation and consensus building skills.
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Helpful tips for Step 2
r &iscuss what pbrainstormingq means. +n brainstorming, there are no right or wrong answers.
+deas are shared, but not discussed or critiSued.
r 7se open-ended Suestions during discussions such as:
- What kind of things do you worry about!
- What are some problems in your community!
- What issues do you and your friends talk or think about!
- What is a community! *ow would you define community!
r Clarify the meaning of words in the Suestions that are posed to the group.
r Plan a focus Suestion and write it on a flipchart so that the participants can read it while thinking
about their responses. Remind the group to pthink big and with no limitsq
r 7se the pOne thing in the worldeq handout (Appendix E2).
r Write the issues participants identified in their own words or ask participants to write their ideas
on a piece of paper.
r Play a game or two.

Brainstorming ideas
Consider the size of the group when choosing a method to use.

Visualization
r Play soft, relaxing music and lead the group in a short breathing exercise.
r Ask the group to peimagine that you are about to go to sleep. Fold your arms, put your head
on the table and close your eyes. Think about your home, your school, your community.
What changes could be made to make your life or your school better, happier and healthier!q
r Ask the group to open their eyes and share their ideas.
Write down the group’s ideas in their own words.
r Option to ask the participants to write down their ideas
on a piece of paper and stick it on the board.

Posting on the board
r Ask youth to write down their ideas on separate cards or use post-it notes.
r Place their suggestions on chart paper or the board.
r &isplay the posters so that everyone can circulate and look at the issues raised.
r Allow time for participants to read over the ideas or discuss the ideas as a group.
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Round robin
r Go around the group and ask each participant to share an idea. This strategy encourages
eSual participation when there are a few people who are dominant in the group.

Suggested materials
/arkers
Flip chart paper
/asking tape
*andout: One thing in the worlde (Appendix E2)
'valuation tools:
- Facilitator’s evaluation (Appendix F2)
- Who made the decisions! (Appendix G2)
- Journals

Suggested actiXities (see Appendices)
Frame it
The human knot game
Thumb wrestling
Consider other activities that will help to build trust and comfort within the group, if needed.
Some groups may need more activities that promote feelings and co-operation.
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Step Three
Selecting and prioritizing

3

+n this step, participants determine which topic they will work on from the issues identified in Step 2.
+f the group has developed a long list of great ideas, it is helpful to facilitate discussion around creating
a shorter list to less than 10 issues. A number of different techniSues can be used to do this.

1bLectiXes
r To decide on an issue that will be worked on together.
r To develop skills in decision-making, collaboration and consensus building.

Helpful tips for Step 3:
r Guide and encourage without being directive. 'ncourage youth to share their
ideas about how to prioritize in a way that is fair.
r Share ideas with the group on creative ways to prioritize and select a topic
(i.e., voting, pdotmocracyq). Remember that participants make the decisions
and set the pace as to how many sessions this step will take.
r 'ncourage discussion by asking key Suestions such as:
- pWhat exactly is the problem!q
- pWho is affected!q
- p*ow serious do you think it is!q
r *elp guide the process by asking:
- p+s this topic too broad!q
- pWhat part of this topic do we want to focus on!q
- p+s there something we can do about this issue!q
r Keep the discussions moving this is not the arena for detail.
A slow pace can be boring for the group.
r 7se the p/y topic choicesq activity sheet (Appendix E3).
r *ave an agenda or outline of the session’s activities and tasks.
Facilitators may choose to determine the agenda or ask the group to list
the tasks to be completed and create an agenda or priority list based on that.
r Respect the group environment. 8alue how the group works together to make
a decision on selecting and prioritizing an issue that is important to them.
19
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Ways to prioritize and select a topic
Discussion
r As a group, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of choosing each issue in detail.
Dotmocracy
r &istribute two to three dots to participants and ask them to place their dots beside issues they feel
are most important to them.
r The topics with the most dots become the topic that the group chooses to take action on.
Ranking
r Rank the list of issues on a scale according to various criteria. For example, ask the group to decide
on a scale of 1-5:
- p*ow serious is the issue!q
- p*ow common is it!q
- p*ow many people are aware of it!q
r The scores can be added up and the issues selected on that basis.
Voting
r &iscuss with the group why people vote for things.
r There are different ways to vote, for example: a show of hands or secret ballot.
Consensus
r Facilitate a discussion on the issues identified until everyone agrees on one topic.

Suggested materials

Suggested actiXities
(see Appendices)

/arkers

Lifeboat

Flip chart paper

Rights, needs, desires

/asking tape

Statements debate

Stickers (i.e., stars, dots, etc.)
*andout: /y topic choices! (Appendix E3)
'valuation tools:
- Facilitator’s evaluation (Appendix F3)
- Who made the decisions! (Appendix G3)
- Journals
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Step Four
Finding out more

4

+n this step, the group spends time researching the topic they have chosen. The knowledge they gain
can be helpful in exploring possible solutions. The role of the facilitator is to support the group in their
research efforts, not to direct where and how information is collected. Facilitators should inform the
group that they are available as a resource, but that they will not do the research for the participants.

1bLectiXes
r To gather information on the chosen topic
r To learn various ways of researching a topic
r To increase awareness of community resources
r To develop group participation, co-operation and communication skills

Helpful tips for Step 4
r Remember this step is about the group finding out more.
8arious methods and activities can be used to complete the research.
r 7se the pWhat comes to your mindq handout (Appendix E4a) to allow participants
to explore their own knowledge on the topic before they begin to do research.
r 7se the pResearch Suestionsq handout (Appendix E4b) to help facilitate the process
for how the group can find out more about a topic.
r Teach the group basic skills such as:
- what types of Suestions to ask (and how to ask them)
during an interview
- how to use appropriate nsearch word(s)’ for a web-based
search and
- how to conduct research using a variety of appropriate resources.
r Good planning is essential
Be sure that everyone knows what is going on.
r Brainstorm with the youth what extra supports they will need
and who can assist them. Several groups may go off to various
locations at different times.
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Sample planning outline
The following Suestions can help structure the planning stage of this step:
a. What do we already know about this topic!
b. What else do we need to know!
c. Who can we ask! Where can we get the information!
d. What are we going to do to get this information!
For example, one SLP group prioritized the issue of physical inactivity in their school. +n smaller groups,
they answered the Suestions above to help them decide what they wanted to do to find out more:
1 What do we already know?

2 What else do we need to know?

r There is not enough sports eSuipment

r What do people think about
physical activity at school!

r Not everyone knows how to
useset-up eSuipment

r Can we change the rules about students
using the gym at lunch time!

r Some of the eSuipment is rusty

r +s there a teacher who could supervise
students in the gym during lunch time!

r Sports teams usually sign-out the eSuipment
r Balls are deflated - no air pump

r &oes the school have any money to buy
new eSuipment!

r No T8proLector in the gymnasium
to show workout videostutorials
r Students aren’t allowed to use the gym
at lunch without teacher supervision
3 Who can we ask? Where can we
get the information?

4 What are we going to do?
r Arrange a meeting with the principal,
parent council and student council to
get our Suestions answered

r students at the school
r gym teacher(s), coaches
r principal, vice-principal

r Survey students to find out what they
think about physical activity in the school

r student council
r parent council
r teachers
r the school’s public health nurse

Facilitators may choose to write down the answers on chart paper using this format.
Once participants determine what they need to know and they identify who they need to contact to get
their Suestions answered, they will need to learn how to set up their visitsinterviews and how to record
the information they receive.
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Making contact
Once the youth have decided who to contact, they will need to decide:
a. whether to make contact by phone, email or in-person
b. how they will introduce the proLect and reSuest a meeting
c. the time and location of the meeting and
d. what Suestions they will ask at the meeting.
r Consider role playing the scenarios with the group. +t is helpful to prepare participants for both positive
and negative outcomes.
r Practice how to ask the right Suestions over the phone. Role play is a fun and effective way for the group
to practice. The group can use props and costumes to help bring scenarios to life.

Carrying out their research
Support the groups in carrying out their tasks, but ensure that they are taking the lead role.

Presenting their findings
When all the research is complete, ask the groups to reflect on what they have learned and then share
that information with everyone else.

Research tools and resources
Participants may choose the following ideas to conduct their research:
r +nterview experts
r +nvite guest speakers to speak on a topic
r Go to the library
r Research through books, newspapers, magazines
r Watch videos (i.e., documentaries, movies)
r 7se the +nternet
r Contact community organizations and agencies
r Conduct surveys
r Talk to people who may know about
the topic (i.e., parents, teachers, principals)
r 8isit local resource centres
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Suggested materials
/arkers
Flip chart paper
/asking tape
*andouts:
- pWhat comes to your mind!q (Appendix E4a)
- Research Suestions (Appendix E4b)
'valuation tools:
- Facilitator’s evaluation (Appendix F4)
- Who made the decisions! (Appendix G4)
- Journals

Suggested actiXities see Appendices
*appy birthday
Rainforest
What am +!
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Step FiXe
Planning and taking action

5

This step is a rewarding and exciting part of the process The actions that the group takes are usually
innovative and can have a powerful impact on the community. The group may decide to take action in
a way that facilitators may feel is unrealistic. +t is important to remember that respecting the youth-led
process by allowing the participants to take action as far as they can, still provides opportunity for learning
and skill development. The process also helps to build self-esteem, learn co-operation and communication
skills, and ways to connect with the community.

1bLectiXes
r To develop a plan of action using the completed research
r To increase participants’ awareness of community resources
r To empower participants in the belief that they can do
something to change their community for the better
r To continue developing group participation, collaboration
and consensus building skills

Helpful tips for Step 5
r Let the participants decide what message they want to send
regarding their chosen topic and what action they will take to
accomplish this. Be open to the group’s ideas and help them
to explore what actions may or may not be realistic.
r 7se the pOur action planq activity sheet (Appendix E5) to help
the group organize and plan out how they will take action on
the issue they have identified.
r *elp the group determine exactly what it is that they want to
do and the resources they need to take action by asking the
following Suestions:
- pWhat message do we want to share!q
- pWhat action do we want to take!q
- pWho do we want to tellhelp!q
- p*ow do we want to tellhelp them!q
- pWhat do we need to do it!q
- pWhen do we want to have this done by!q
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Ways to take action
The participants may be interested in several methods of delivering their intended message. The group
may choose to use a variety of communication and action strategies to deliver the message.

+nformation can be shared through:
r posters, sketches
r raps, poems
r letters to politicians and civil servants
r puppet shows, plays
r school assemblies
r pamphlets, newspapers
r television or radio announcements
r meetings with decision makers
r visits to community organizations

Direct actions can be taken such as:
r planting trees
r fundraising for school eSuipment or for a localinternational charity
r building a playground with the help of others in the community
r organizing a school fair or fun day, a toy drive for children in need or a multicultural day with displays
and special guests from different cultures

0eXer underestimate the power of action through imagination!

Suggested materials

Suggested actiXities
(see Appendices)

/arkers

Add a compliment

Flip chart paper

Charades

/asking tape

Create a story

*andout: pOur action planq (Appendix E5)
'valuation tools:
- Facilitator’s evaluation (Appendix F5)
- Who made the decisions! (Appendix G5)
- Journals
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Step Six
Thinking it over and evaluating

6

Although evaluation takes place in every step of the process, this step provides an opportunity to reflect
on the entire process. +n this step, the participants reflect and review what they did, what they were able to
achieve, what they liked and what they would do differently if they were to do the process again. +t is a very
important part of the SLP. +t allows the group to see the benefits of the proLect, for themselves and others,
and enables them to voice what they feel could have been done differently.
'valuation is a confidence builder it enables participants to think critically, build on their strengths and
learn from their mistakes. +n this way, it is an essential component of any SLP proLect.

1bLectiXes
r To acknowledge and reflect on skills participants have developed
r To encourage participants to share their thoughts, feelings and perceptions about the group process
r To provide an opportunity for participants to evaluate the SLP
r To celebrate and recognize the success and accomplishments of the group

Helpful tips for Step 6
r &iscuss ideas on how the group would like to celebrate. The group may decide to have a party to
celebrate all the hard work and learning that occurred. +f a budget is reSuired, discuss the possibility
of the school providing support.
r Ask the group to complete the handout p/y thoughts about the Student Leadership Processq
(Appendix E6) and discuss. &iscussing the answers can serve to enable group closure.
r 7se the pWho made the decisions!q
handout to have participants
evaluate and share their
perceptions of the entire SLP.
r Present a certificate of
accomplishment to
participants during
the session or during
an end of school year
awards assembly.
r This is the last step focus on
sharing and having fun
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Questions to ask during the final session
r pWhat did you learn!q
r p&id you have fun! Why or why not!q
r pWould you take part in a SLP proLect again! Yes or no, and why!q
r p&o you think you made a difference! *ow!q
r pWhat do you think could be done differently another time!q
r pWhat part of SLP worked well!q
r p*ave you learned or developed a skill!q

+deas for celebration
+t is important to recognize and celebrate the accomplishments and outcomes of the SLP
*ere are some ideas and ways to celebrate:
r Recognize the participants during a school assembly.
r *ighlight the proLect in the school’s newsletter.
r Share the group’s success story on Schoolhealth101.ca. Speak to the school’s public health nurse
for more information.
r *ave a potluck. Consider asking the participants to bring food items of their cultural background.
r &isplay pictures of the group throughout the process and create a display for the school.
Consider using the display during the school’s open house event.
Recognizing and acknowledging the participants enhances the skills they have learned throughout
the process and reinforces their role as leaders who are actively involved in making a difference in
their community

Suggested materials
/arkers
Flip chart paper
/asking tape
*andout: p/y thoughts about the Student Leadership Processq (Appendix E6)
'valuation tools:
- Facilitator’s evaluation (Appendix F6)
- Who made the decisions! (Appendix G6)
- Journals
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Suggested actiXities (see Appendices online)
*uman continuum
Web of connection

Before closing the last step consider the following:
r *as there been opportunity for the group to reflect on and celebrate the Student Leadership Process!
r *as the group completed p/y thoughts about the Student Leadership Processq!
r *ave the participants completed pWho made the decisionsq!
r *ave facilitators reflected and completed the pFacilitator’s evaluationq!
r *ave participants been presented with certificates of accomplishment and celebrated!

Congratulations on facilitating participants through life-skill deXelopment and
empowering them to belieXe that they can make a difference in their community!
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Appendix A: The Child-to-Child process
Child-to-Child (CTC) was introduced in 1979 as a process that promoted health and community
development through a child-led approach. +n 1993, CTC was introduced to Ontario by *ealth Canada
and was adapted into various settings such as schools, community centres, youth groups and organizations.
+n 1998, the Region of Peel adapted the process and used it successfully in a number of schools.
The CTC process empowers children to identify and take action on issues that are important to them.
+ncreasing resiliency through life skill development was the primary intended outcome of the CTC
approach. Life skill development occurs when children are involved in activities that promote team
building, communication, creative thinking, decision-making and conflict resolution skills. Through the
CTC process, children have the opportunity to develop such skills. CTC empowers children to play an
active role in improving and promoting their health and development and to recognize that they can
make a difference in their community.

CTC was a child-led process where children:
r identified issues that were important to them
r learned to work together in a respectful and cooperative manner
r communicated more openly with their peers and adults
r learned about community resources and services
r learned how to research an issue

C

TC

r built consensus while participating in decision-making
r discovered how to put ideas into action
r learned how to evaluate the process and the action taken
r got involved and tackled community issues

The philosophy of Child-to-Child
r CTC was a process CTC was less about teaching children new information and more about
facilitating the development of life skills (i.e., communication, co-operation, decision-making, respect,
consensus-building and leadership).
r CTC was a flexible process CTC had unpredictable outcomes and no prescribed end product.
r CTC was a child-led approach CTC emphasized putting the participants’ ideas into action. Facilitators
respected the process, provided guidance to participants and acted as a resource or link to information.
r CTC was participatory Facilitators encouraged participants in the decision-making process on working
co-operatively with each other, adults, parents and the community.
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Appendix B: Facilitator’s session plan
Session preparation checklist

T /arkers
T Flip chart paper
T /asking tape
T Participant packages
T Photocopy handouts and activity sheets
T ________________________________
T ________________________________
T ________________________________
T ________________________________
T ________________________________
Feelings and co-operation games
ActiXityGame

Materials required

Session notes
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Appendix C: Session debrief
Session date: _________________

Step: ___________

What activities did you use?
L

L

L

L

How useful were the actiXities? Were they helpful? Did the participants like them?

What happened in your session today? Reflect on the successes and challenges in todayos session

Did any member s participate really well? Do you need to follow up with participants regarding
their behaXiour andor lack of participation?

Are there any changes and improXements you would like to see for the next session?
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Appendix D: Preparing for the next step

Appendix D1: Preparing for Step 2
Before you prepare for Step 2, consider the following:
r &oes the group have a pGroup contractq to follow!
r &oes the group feel comfortable working together!
r *as the group completed the pWho made the decisions!q handout!
r *ave you reflected and completed the pFacilitator’s evaluationq!

Next meeting date: ______________________

Step: _________

Materials required:

T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T

Preparation for next session:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
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Appendix D: Preparing for the next step

Appendix D2: Preparing for Step 3
Before you prepare for Step 3, consider the following:
r *as the group brainstormed issues of concern!
r *as the group completed enough activities to practise co-operation and consensus building skills!
r *ave the participants completed the pWho made the decisions!q handout!
r *ave you reflected and completed the pFacilitator’s evaluationq!

Next meeting date: ______________________

Step: _________

/aterials reSuired:

T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T

Preparation for next session:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
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Appendix D: Preparing for the next step

Appendix D3: Preparing for Step 4
Before you prepare for Step 4, consider the following:
r *as the group decided on an issue that will be worked on together!
r *ave the participants completed the pWho made the decisions!q handout!
r *ave you reflected and completed the pFacilitator’s evaluationq!

Next meeting date: ______________________

Step: _________

Materials required:

T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T

Preparation for next session:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

s tep 4
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Appendix D: Preparing for the next step

Appendix D4: Preparing for Step 5
Before you prepare for Step 5, consider the following:
r &id the participants decide how they would research the topic!
r &o the participants feel they have enough information to take action on the issue!
r *as the group had the opportunity to learn about their community resources!
r *ave the participants completed the pWho made the decisions!q handout!
r *ave you reflected and completed the pFacilitator’s evaluationq!

Next meeting date: ______________________

Step: _________

Materials required:






st
ep






T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T

Preparation for next session:
r

5

r
r
r
r
r
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Appendix D: Preparing for the next step

Appendix D5: Preparing for Step 6
Before you prepare for Step 6, consider the following:
r *ave participants decided what their message is!
r *as the group developed a plan of action for delivering the message!
r *ave the participants completed the pWho made the decisions!q handout!
r *ave you reflected and completed the pFacilitator’s evaluationq!

Next meeting date: ______________________

Step: _________

Materials required:

T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T

Preparation for next session:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E1: What is the Student
Leadership Process?
r +t’s a process that will give you an opportunity to take action on issues that are important to you.
r +t’s a process where you will be encouraged and guided by adult facilitators to play an active and responsible
role in the health and development of yourselves, your families and the community that you live in.
r +t’s about how you can lead and make a difference in your own community.
r +t’s an opportunity to learn how to work together with others, recognize, acknowledge and communicate
feelings and emotions, feel empowered, and have meaningful interactions with adults in your community.
r +t’s an opportunity to learn about your community resources and services that you can get involved with
to help solve community problems.

Feelings and
co-operation

Brainstorming
ideas

Thinking it
over and
evaluating

Selecting and
prioritizing

Planning
and taking
action

Finding
out more

Most importantly … it’s a new and fun way to learn!
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E2: One thing in the world …
One thing in the world I would like to change is …
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E3: My topic choices
Choice #1

Choice #2

Choice #3

Our group chose the topic of:
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E4a: What comes to your mind…
What comes to your mind when you think about
__________________________________________________?
(Topic)

You can write about it or draw a picture.
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E4b: Research questions
What topic haXe you
chosen to research?

What questions do you haXe
about this topic?

What are ways people find
answers to questions?
ie the internet library
parents etc

What do we already know
about this topic?

What else do we need to
know about this topic?

What is the main
message that we want
to communicate?

When do we need to get
the information by?

What are the tools and
resources that we already
haXe?

Who can we ask?
Where can we get
the information?
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E5: Our action plan
What do we need to do first?

Task # 1

What materials do we need?

Who do we need to contact?
mayor community agencies
principal parents stores etc

L
Name:
L

Task # 2

L
L
L

Task # 3

Name:

L
L

Task # 4

L
Name:

L
L
Task # 5

Who is going to do which job?

Task:
Assigned to:
Task:
Assigned to:

Where will our action
take place?

Task:
&eadline:

Location:

Task:
&eadline:

Time:

Task:
Assigned to:
Task:
Assigned to:

What are the deadlines?

Task:
&eadline:
Contact Person:
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Appendix ': ActiXity sheets

Appendix E6: My thoughts about
the Student Leadership Process (SLP)
Since joining the SLP + haXe learned e
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

The thing that + like best about the SLP is e
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Something about the SLP that could be better is e
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Would you join the SLP again?

T

Yes

T

No

Why?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix F: Facilitatoros eXaluation

Appendix F1: Facilitator’s evaluation of Step 1
+n facilitating the Student Leadership Process SLP  it is beneficial to spend time reflecting and
eXaluating each step of the process Take the time to reflect and answer the following questions

Tough questions to ask yourself

T

&o the participants understand the process!

Reflections:

T

+s it clear that the SLP is about their ideas, not the facilitator’s!

Reflections:

T

Who makes the decisions!

Reflections:

T

Are the participants allowed to come up with their own ideas!

Reflections:

T

+s the process directed by the participants!

Reflections:

T

Were today’s obLectives met!

Reflections:

T

What did the participants like most, least, and why!

Reflections:

T

Were the participants attentive and respectful of one another!

Reflections:

T

&id the participants feel listened to by their peers and facilitator!

Reflections:
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Appendix F: Facilitatoros eXaluation

Appendix F2: Facilitator’s evaluation of Step 2
+n facilitating the Student Leadership Process it is beneficial to spend time reflecting and eXaluating
each step of the process Take the time to reflect and answer the following questions

Tough questions to ask yourself

T

Can + hold back my ideas and listen to what the participants have to say!

Reflections:

T

*ow will + react if they raise issues that + feel are sensitive!

Reflections:

T

*ave + planned the session so that every participant, even the less vocal, will have a chance
to contribute hisher ideas easily!

Reflections:

T

What will + do if one of the participants, in discussing issues of concern with them, discloses
that they are being abused at home!

Reflections:

T

&id everyone have a chance to participate! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:

T

*ow did the group feel about the activities!

Reflections:

T

&id the activities encourage dialogue and sharing in the group! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:

T

&id the activities cause tension in the group! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:
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Appendix F: Facilitatoros eXaluation

Appendix F3: Facilitator’s evaluation of Step 3
+n facilitating the Student Leadership Process it is beneficial to spend time reflecting and eXaluating
each step of the process Take the time to reflect and answer the following questions

Tough questions to ask yourself

T

Am + prepared to work with a youth-led process and let the group decide on which issue
is most important!

Reflections:

T

+s the group clear that this is a youth-led process!

Reflections:

T

Are the parents, teachers, principals and other key adults supportive of the choices the group
has made!

Reflections:

T

Who decided the method for prioritization, you or the group! &id it work! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:

T

&id you influence the group’s selection!

Reflections:

T

Was the group open to listening to each other’s ideas! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:

T

&id the activities cause tension in the group! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:
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Appendix F: Facilitatoros eXaluation

Appendix F4: Facilitator’s evaluation of Step 4
+n facilitating the Student Leadership Process it is beneficial to spend time reflecting and eXaluating
each step of the process Take the time to reflect and answer the following questions

Tough questions to ask yourself

T

&oes the group know what this step is all about!

Reflections:

T

*ow much facilitator involvement is appropriate!

Reflections:

T

*ow much support should + give the group at the different stages of preparing for and conducting their
research! (e.g., suggestions of sources of information, contact details, contact about their topic, etc.)
Reflections:

T

&id the group feel that they received sufficient information to do the proLect!

Reflections:









T

What types of barriers and challenges did the group
encounter in collecting information!
Reflections:











T

*ow did the participants feel about the contacts they made!

Reflections:
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Appendix F: Facilitatoros eXaluation

Appendix F5: Facilitator’s evaluation of Step 5
+n facilitating the Student Leadership Process SLP  it is beneficial to spend time reflecting and
eXaluating each step of the process Take the time to reflect and answer the following questions

Tough questions to ask yourself

T

Am + continuing to recognize that the SLP is a youth-led process!

Reflections:

T

*ow do + respond to ideas that may seem inappropriate! &o + listen and support
the group with their ideas!

Reflections:

T

What will + do if the group suggests an action that goes against school rules!

Reflections:

T

*ave + been open with the group about my limits as a facilitator on how much support
and help + can provide in this step!

Reflections:

T

*ow was the plan of action decided!

Reflections:

T

Were all participants involved in the planning of the action! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:

T

Who was the priority population that the issue addressed!

Reflections:

T

What actions did the group take!

Reflections:

T

*ow did the priority population react to the group’s actions!

Reflections:
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Appendix F: Facilitatoros eXaluation

Appendix F6: Facilitator’s evaluation of Step 6
+n facilitating the Student Leadership Process it is beneficial to spend time reflecting and eXaluating
each step of the process Take the time to reflect and answer the following questions

Tough questions to ask yourself

T

*ave + designed the activities so that the participants are comfortable to share their ideas!

Reflections:

T

*ave + asked open-ended Suestions that will give the participants the opportunity to say what they
think and to choose the criteria by which the proLect’s success can be measured!

Reflections:

T

*ave + ensured confidentiality where appropriate!

Reflections:

T

+f written information is gathered from each participant, how and when will + share the feedback! (i.e.,
school newsletter, collect all written feedback and share it with my colleagues, administrators, parents)
Reflections:

T

&o + have a role in helping to sustain the work initiated in this proLect!

Reflections:

T

Was there any change in the relationship between the participants and the community!

Reflections:

T

What activities worked well! Why!

Reflections:

T

What activities did not work well! Why not!

Reflections:

T

&oes the group think they have achieved their obLectives! WhyWhy not!

Reflections:
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WHO made the DECISIONS?

Adults told us the things that
we would do and we had no
say about the things we did

Together with the adults,
we decided on the things
that we would do

We decided the things
that we would do and we
did them by ourselves

We decided the things that
we would do and then we told
the adults about our decision

Appendix G: Who made the decisions?

Appendix G1: Who made the decisions?
You haXe now completed Step 1ne Who made the decisions during your sessions in Step 1ne?
Place one check mark in the box that you feel best describes how decisions were made in the sessions.
Please return this form to the Student Leadership Process facilitator.

T Adults told us the things that we would do and we had no say about the things we did
Example: The group did not want to use a ‘talking stick’ during the sessions, but Mrs. Smith
insisted that the group had to use it to keep our conversations and discussions in order.

T

Together with the adults we decided on the things that we would do

Example: We came up with many ideas for our group name. Mrs. Smith suggested
for us to take a vote to help us make a decision. The group agreed to take a vote.

T

We decided the things that we would do and we did them by ourselXes

Example: As a group, we decided that there will only be one person who can write
on the board or chart paper.

T

We decided the things that we would do and then we told the adults about our decision

Example: We agreed to take turns bringing snacks for our sessions. We told Mrs. Smith
our plans to bring snacks and showed her a list with names of people bringing the snacks,
the type of snacks and when they will bring the snacks.
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Appendix G: Who made the decisions?

Appendix G2: Who made the decisions?
You haXe now completed Step Two Who made the decisions during your sessions in Step Two?
Place one check mark in the box that you feel best describes how decisions were made in the sessions.
Please return this form to the Student Leadership Process facilitator.

T

Adults told us the things that we would do and we had no say about
the things we did

Example: Mrs. Smith decided on the topic that we will be working on in our
Student Leadership Process group.

T

Together with the adults we decided on the things that we would do

Example: Mrs. Smith wanted us to think about environmental issues.
As a group we also felt that environmental issues are important and we
agreed that we would focus on brainstorming ideas on cleaning up our
school environment.

T

We decided the things that we would do and we did them by ourselXes

Example: As a group we decided that the most common issue that is
important to us is to fundraise for playground equipment that we can use
during recess. We decided that we would brainstorm fundraising ideas and
what kind of equipment we would like to buy.

T

We decided the things that we would do and then we told the adults
about our decision

Example: We decided to organize a fun fair to help us fundraise for
playground equipment. We told Mrs. Smith about our plans and we asked her
to help us think of the activities for the fun fair. We also met with our principal
to ask for permission to have the fun fair.
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Appendix G: Who made the decisions?

Appendix G3: Who made the decisions?
You haXe now completed Step Three Who made the decisions during your sessions in Step Three?
Place one check mark in the box that you feel best describes how decisions were made in the sessions.
Please return this form to the Student Leadership Process facilitator.

T

Adults told us the things that we would do and we had no say about
the things we did

Example: Mrs. Smith decided on the topic that we will be working on in our
Student Leadership Process group.

T

Together with the adults we decided on the things that we would do

Example: We brainstormed on ideas and topics that we wanted to work on.
Mrs. Smith suggested that we choose our top three choices and then take a
vote on one topic. We agreed to choose our topic this way.

T

We decided the things that we would do and we did them
by ourselXes

Example: Before coming to the Student Leadership Process session, we
decided to meet and talk about the top three topics that we would like to work
on. During the session, we told Mrs. Smith what our top three choices were.

T

We decided the things that we would do and then we told the adults
about our decision

Example: As a group we decided that we will vote on the top three choices
and the choice with the most votes will win. We told Mrs. Smith that we agreed
to vote instead of talking more about the three topics.
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Appendix G: Who made the decisions?

Appendix G4: Who made the decisions?
You haXe now completed Step Four Who made the decisions during your sessions in Step Four?
Place one check mark in the box that you feel best describes how decisions were made in the sessions.
Please return this form to the Student Leadership Process facilitator.

T

Adults told us the things that we would do and we had no say
about the things we did

Example: Mrs. Smith told us that the principal decided to plan the fun fair
for primary students only.

T

Together with the adults we decided on the things that we would do

Example: The group asked Mrs. Smith what we thought about asking parents
to help us with our fun fair. We all agreed that we would need their help.

T

We decided the things that we would do and we did them by ourselXes

Example: We decided to assign different responsibilities to each member
of the group. We decided that we would meet during our lunch recess in
two days to make sure that everyone is doing their job.

T

We decided the things that we would do and then we told the adults
about our decision

Example: We made a list of community members and companies that
we would like to ask for donations for our fundraiser. We showed
Mrs. Smith the list and she helped us practise how to talk to them
and she helped us write a letter to them.
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Appendix G: Who made the decisions?

Appendix G5: Who made the decisions?
You haXe now completed Step FiXe Who made the decisions during your sessions in Step FiXe?
Place one check mark in the box that you feel best describes how decisions were made in the sessions.
Please return this form to the Student Leadership Process facilitator.

T

Adults told us the things that we would do and we had no say about the things we did

Example: On the day of the fun fair, Mrs. Smith told us which station we will be
helping out with and we were not allowed to be with our close friends in the group.

T

Together with the adults we decided on the things that we would do

Example: Mrs. Smith suggested that we make posters and announcements
about the fun fair. We all thought this was a great idea.

T

We decided the things that we would do and we did them by ourselXes

Example: The day before the fun fair, we decided to meet after school to make sure
that we had everything we needed for the fun fair.

T

We decided the things that we would do and then we told the adults
about our decision

Example: We made a checklist of what we needed to do to prepare for the fun fair
and who was responsible for each task. We talked to Mrs. Smith and asked our
principal to come to our Student Leadership Process session so that we can share
our plans with them.
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Appendix G: Who made the decisions?

Appendix G6: Who Made the Decisions?
You haXe now completed Step Six Who made the decisions during your sessions in Step Six?
Place one check mark in the box that you feel best describes how decisions were made in the sessions.
Please return this form to the Student Leadership Process facilitator.

T

Adults told us the things that we would do and we had no say
about the things we did

Example: Mrs. Smith decided that we will be cutting down the activities that
we planned for the fun fair because we were running out of time to plan them.

T

Together with the adults we decided on the things that we would do

Example: Mrs. Smith and the group wanted to celebrate our accomplishments
and the work that we had completed. We decided that we would have a pizza party.

T

We decided the things that we would do and we did them by ourselXes

Example: As a group we decided on how we will celebrate. We brought board
games and Lisa’s mom made a cake. We also decided to buy something special
for Mrs. Smith.

T

We decided the things that we would do and then we told the adults
about our decision

Example: We decided that we would like to have the pizza party in the park nearby.
Mrs. Smith and our principal gave us permission and we were allowed to invite our
teachers to come as well.
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